“One Does Not Simply Create a Meme”
The Ethics of Internet Memes
Most people could never predict that they would become a
viral internet sensation overnight. Canadian teenager
Ghyslain Raza never thought about this possibility of digital
fame until one day he found that a video he created of
himself fighting imaginary enemies with a golf-ball retriever
had been uploaded on Kazaa, a collective file-sharing
network. According to BBC, classmates discovered this
video on a school computer and shared it, reaching around
900 million views. It was labeled as the most viral video in
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2006 (Tunison, 2017). The “Star Wars Kid” video continued
to be shared, sometimes remixed and edited with funny music and visual effects. Ghyslain
Raza had unintentionally become a meme.
There are many internet personalities who would relish in the digital limelight that Raza
inadvertently stepped into, but he did not. The sudden popularity of his video caused a severe
psychological effect on Raza. He immediately faced aggressive bullying at school. “In the
common room, students climbed onto tabletops to insult me,” he shared in an interview with
L’Actualite. “People made fun of my physical appearance and my weight. I was labeled the
‘Star Wars Kid’... [they] were telling me to commit suicide.” Raza eventually dropped out of
school before spending time in a psychiatric institution for severe depression. His parents
sued the classmates who uploaded the video without permission, which led to further
bullying after some in the media claimed that the family was “greedy” (Zimmerman, 2013).
Raza eventually overcame the negative repercussions of his unwanted celebrity. He went on
to obtain a law degree from McGill University and has been a public supporter for victims of
cyberbullying.
Raza’s experience with becoming a meme sparked debate over the ethical concerns of meme
creation and sharing, especially when they use images or videos that depict identifiable
individuals. Many memes originate from video or pictures being “repurposed” for the goals
of the meme creator, including political commentary, satire, and “lulz.” Whitney Phillips and
Ryan M. Milner, co-authors of The Ambivalent Internet, emphasize that memes are never
“just” memes: “The problem is that the ‘just’ framing (just joking, just a meme on the internet,
just a new kind of hazing ritual) posits what we describe… as a fetishized gaze, one that
obscures everything but the joke itself” (Phillips & Milner, 2017). They argue that regardless
of the medium, real people are almost always affected by a meme, whether directly (as in
Raza’s case) or indirectly (in the case of a general racist meme).
However, it is the age of the Internet, and who knows how all the videos or images that we
post or comment on will be taken by others. Screenshots and online archives simply continue
the permanence and ability of others to comment on this content, often in ways we can’t
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anticipate. The consequences of being immortalized in a popular meme are difficult to
predict, given the ever-evolving use of the meme. Sometimes, these unintended uses of
images, videos, or other content seems to be a boon to the unsuspecting person depicted in
the meme. Kyle Craven, better known as the subject of the “Bad Luck Brian” meme, has made
“between $15,000 and $20,000 in [three years] between licensing deals and T-shirts” (Garsd,
2015). “Overly Attached Girlfriend,” a.k.a. Laina Morris, used her meme fame to launch her
comedic acting career. Memes can even be considered a part of modern language, signaling a
way of communicating among a technological in-group using digital discourse. Above all,
memes strive to be clever, creative, and humorous in their appropriation of content and
images that most likely where not intended to be comedic in that specific way.
As with many internet phenomena, meme creation often foregrounds a conflict between the
freedom of expression of creative meme makes and the privacy concerns of those that may
find themselves featured in the meme. How much control should we have over our images
and videos, and at what cost to the creativity of the digital world?
Discussion Questions:
1. What are the ethical issues with taking a picture or video and making it into a humorous meme?
2. What concerns about consent are implicated in making image-based memes? Are
these concerns with consent present in our other commentary or use of public images?
3. Does the intention of the meme maker matter? Does it matter if they do not know (or
care) about the subject depicted in the image or video content that the meme is
based upon?
4. What ethical guidelines would you propose for those creating image-based memes?
How might these avoid harmful consequences or ethical transgressions—foreseen or
unforeseen?
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